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Make the most out of your 
Microsoft Teams investment
Unified communications (UC) and voice solutions from Windstream Enterprise plus Microsoft Teams 
provides an enhanced calling and administration experience directly from the Teams app via desktop, 
tablet or mobile devices.

Integration with 
Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Teams is one of the most 
popular collaboration tools for calling, 
chatting and file sharing. With 
Windstream Enterprise Dynamic 
IP and Unified Communications as 
a Service (UCaaS), you can utilize 
Microsoft Teams for advanced 
telephony capabilities as part of your 
comprehensive collaboration solution.

Leverage an expanded feature set 

Enable support for Teams, as well as  
IP phones and hardware

Collaborate anytime, anywhere using 
any device 

Reduce expenses 

Empower your business
Integrate Windstream Enterprise UC and voice solutions with Teams to achieve the 
following benefits:

Greater support and more capabilities

Enable global calling, auto-attendants, bulk administration tools, contact center integration 
and other powerful enterprise features—all  backed by a team of technology experts.

Your trusted partner

Depend on our expertise to support a complete array of Dynamic IP, UCaaS and 
networking solutions, optimizing collaboration and business agility.    

Optimized IT budget

Minimize reliance and expense related to legacy, on-premises hardware, and take 
advantage of our competitively priced calling plans. 
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Powerful. Simple. Easy to use.

Fully secure and 
approved for use.

True native integration 
to Office 365, with no 
additional software.

Implementation through 
an intuitive web portal.

Direct Routing via Dynamic IP
 
+  On-premises phone systems can 

be utilized or easily replaced 
with Teams

+  Consolidating separate network 
connections helps you save money

+  Survivability keeps you doing business 
in the event of a network outage

+  Competitive long distance rates let 
you make cost-effective domestic 
or international calls

User Integration via UCaaS

+  Advanced UCaaS features and 
functionality enhance Teams as a 
primary communications interface

+  Access to contact center, IVR and 
workforce engagement platforms 
optimize the user experience

+  Extensive lineup of desktop and 
conference phones—along with Teams 
softphones—provide user flexibility

Why Microsoft Teams 
Integration with calling from 
Windstream Enterprise? 
 
Leverage our expertise in solving the most 
complex collaboration challenges for 
enterprise and mid-market customers. 
We can help you incorporate our calling 
services with the reliability of SD-WAN 
and Security Service Edge (SSE), a fully 
managed networking and security solution. 

Cloud-enabled 
connectivity, 
communications and 
security—guaranteed.

To learn more about Dynamic IP and UCaaS integrations, visit  
windstreamenterprise.com
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